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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

DefinitionsDefinitions

PowerPower
–– The rate at which work is done, expressed as the The rate at which work is done, expressed as the 

amount of work per unit of time in Wattsamount of work per unit of time in Watts
–– In a microprocessor:In a microprocessor:

P P = = αα C VC V22 F + V F + V IIleakleak

αα activity factoractivity factor
C switching capacitanceC switching capacitance
V power supply voltageV power supply voltage
F clock frequencyF clock frequency
IIleakleak ~ exp(~ exp(--qVt/kTqVt/kT) leakage current) leakage current
VtVt threshold voltagethreshold voltage

–– The lower, the betterThe lower, the better……
–– Clock is a key consumer of microprocessor powerClock is a key consumer of microprocessor power
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

DefinitionsDefinitions

ClockClock
–– Source of regularly occurring pulses used to measure the Source of regularly occurring pulses used to measure the 

passage of timepassage of time
–– Heartbeat of synchronous digital systems: stability, Heartbeat of synchronous digital systems: stability, 

regularity, accuracy, repeatability, and reliability all highly regularity, accuracy, repeatability, and reliability all highly 
importantimportant

SkewSkew
–– Spatial inaccuracy of same                                      Spatial inaccuracy of same                                      

clock edge arriving at                                          clock edge arriving at                                          
various locationsvarious locations

Jitter Jitter (cycle(cycle--toto--cycle)cycle)
–– Temporal inaccuracy of                                       Temporal inaccuracy of                                       

successive clock edges                                          successive clock edges                                          
arriving at the same                                            arriving at the same                                            
locationlocation
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

ObjectivesObjectives

Ideal clock scenarioIdeal clock scenario
–– Zero skew, zero jitterZero skew, zero jitter
–– Perfect duty cyclesPerfect duty cycles
–– Short sharp rise and fall                                       Short sharp rise and fall                                       

times, railtimes, rail--toto--rail signalrail signal
–– Low power consumptionLow power consumption

–– Infinite frequency                                              Infinite frequency                                              
granularity, instantaneous                                   granularity, instantaneous                                   
dynamic frequency and                                         dynamic frequency and                                         
voltage controlvoltage control

What challenges these objectives?What challenges these objectives?

In realityIn reality
NonNon--zero skew, nonzero skew, non--zero jitterzero jitter
NonNon--perfect variable duty cycleperfect variable duty cycle
Noticeable rise and fall times, Noticeable rise and fall times, 
overshoots and undershootsovershoots and undershoots
Clocks account for up to 50% of Clocks account for up to 50% of 
total power budgettotal power budget
Discrete frequency space, Discrete frequency space, 
dynamic control schemes dynamic control schemes 
uncommonuncommon
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–– Increased uncertainty with process scalingIncreased uncertainty with process scaling
–– Process, voltage, temperature variations, noise, couplingProcess, voltage, temperature variations, noise, coupling
–– Affects design margin Affects design margin over design, power & performance lossover design, power & performance loss

–– Increased power constraintsIncreased power constraints
–– Increasing leakage, power (density, delivery) limitations Increasing leakage, power (density, delivery) limitations 

Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

Technology ScalingTechnology Scaling
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

Transistor CountTransistor Count

–– MooreMoore’’s law increases logic density and s law increases logic density and ““timetime--toto--marketmarket””
pressurepressure

–– More transistors mean:More transistors mean:
–– Larger clock distribution networksLarger clock distribution networks
–– Higher capacitance (more load and Higher capacitance (more load and parasiticsparasitics))

Source:Source:
INTELINTEL
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

Interconnect DelayInterconnect Delay

–– With each new technology:With each new technology:
–– Gate delay decreases ~25%Gate delay decreases ~25%
–– Wire delay increases ~100%Wire delay increases ~100%
–– CrossCross--chip communication increaseschip communication increases

–– Clock needs multiple cycles to cover dieClock needs multiple cycles to cover die

Source:Source:
SIA NTRS ProjectionSIA NTRS Projection
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

Clock FrequencyClock Frequency

–– End of frequency paradigmEnd of frequency paradigm
–– Power is linearly related to frequency with no voltage scalingPower is linearly related to frequency with no voltage scaling
–– Power is cubically related to frequency and voltage scalingPower is cubically related to frequency and voltage scaling
–– Performance is not linearly related to frequencyPerformance is not linearly related to frequency

Source:Source:
INTELINTEL
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

Clock Skew and JitterClock Skew and Jitter

–– Can clock skew remains at ~5% of total clock budget?Can clock skew remains at ~5% of total clock budget?
–– 50ps at 1GHz, 5ps at 10GHz50ps at 1GHz, 5ps at 10GHz……
–– Additionally, setup and hold time increasesAdditionally, setup and hold time increases
–– ““UsefulUseful”” cycle time margin decreasescycle time margin decreases

Source:Source:
INTELINTEL
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Current ChallengesCurrent Challenges

SummarySummary

Increased transistor densityIncreased transistor density
–– More uncertainty with process scalingMore uncertainty with process scaling

Larger microprocessorsLarger microprocessors
–– 100 Million ~ 1 Billion transistors/chip100 Million ~ 1 Billion transistors/chip

Reduced power marginsReduced power margins
–– PowerPower--aware and poweraware and power--constrained design necessaryconstrained design necessary

Very high speedsVery high speeds
–– Multiple GHz clock rates still requiredMultiple GHz clock rates still required

Shrinkage of useful cycle time and marginsShrinkage of useful cycle time and margins
–– Clock and skew targets harder to meetClock and skew targets harder to meet

Clock and power design becomesClock and power design becomes
increasingly challengingincreasingly challenging
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Single Cores

DEC/Compaq AlphaDEC/Compaq Alpha

Industry ExamplesIndustry Examples

SPSoCSPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

Source: DEC/Compaq Source: DEC/Compaq –– GronoskiGronoski & al., JSSC 1998 & al., JSSC 1998 –– Xanthopoulos & al., ISSCC 2001 Xanthopoulos & al., ISSCC 2001 –– BarrosoBarroso & al., ISCA 2000& al., ISCA 2000

TrendTrend: more complex core to improve performance, more : more complex core to improve performance, more 
complex clocks (?)complex clocks (?)
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Industry ExamplesIndustry Examples

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

Stanford Hydra CMPStanford Hydra CMP
–– 4 processors4 processors
–– Shared L2 cacheShared L2 cache
–– 2 internal buses2 internal buses

Source: Stanford University Source: Stanford University –– K. K. OlukotunOlukotun & al.,  Computer& al.,  Computer’’9797

TrendTrend: multiple simple cores on die, bus communication, : multiple simple cores on die, bus communication, 
shared cacheshared cache
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Industry ExamplesIndustry Examples

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

IBM Power4IBM Power4
–– 2 cores2 cores
–– F = 1.4GHzF = 1.4GHz
–– Single clock over entire dieSingle clock over entire die

–– Balanced HBalanced H--tree driving global gridtree driving global grid
–– Measured clock skew below 25psMeasured clock skew below 25ps

–– Power ~85WPower ~85W
–– When processing requires high                               When processing requires high                               

throughput instead of single stream              throughput instead of single stream              
performance complexity, one core                             performance complexity, one core                             
can be turned offcan be turned off

–– 180nm SOI process, 174M transistors180nm SOI process, 174M transistors

Source: IBM Source: IBM -- J. M. J. M. TendlerTendler & al., IBM J. R&D 2002& al., IBM J. R&D 2002

TrendTrend: multiple processors on die, bus communication, : multiple processors on die, bus communication, 
shared cacheshared cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

IBM Power4IBM Power4
–– 4 POWER4 chips into single module (MCM)4 POWER4 chips into single module (MCM)

–– The POWER4 chips connected via 4 128The POWER4 chips connected via 4 128--bit busesbit buses
–– Up to 128MB L3 cacheUp to 128MB L3 cache
–– Bus speed Bus speed ½½ processor speedprocessor speed
–– Total throughput ~35 GB/sTotal throughput ~35 GB/s

Source: IBM Source: IBM –– P. Walling & al., EPEP, 2001, C. Anderson & al., ISSCC 2001P. Walling & al., EPEP, 2001, C. Anderson & al., ISSCC 2001

TrendTrend: multiple processors on MCM, on module bus : multiple processors on MCM, on module bus 
communication, huge cachecommunication, huge cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

Sun Sun UltraSparcUltraSparc IV+IV+
–– 2 cores2 cores
–– Shared 2MB L2 cacheShared 2MB L2 cache
–– F = 1.8GHzF = 1.8GHz
–– TI 90nm CMOS, 300M transistorsTI 90nm CMOS, 300M transistors

Source: SUN Source: SUN –– L. L. SpracklenSpracklen & al., HPCA 2005 & al., HPCA 2005 –– P. P. KongetiraKongetira & al., IEEE Micro  2005.& al., IEEE Micro  2005.

Sun NiagaraSun Niagara
–– 8 cores8 cores
–– 4 threads per core4 threads per core
–– Shared 3MB L2 cacheShared 3MB L2 cache

TrendTrend: multiple processors on die, bus communication, : multiple processors on die, bus communication, 
shared cacheshared cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

AMD Dual Core AMD Dual Core OpteronOpteron
–– 2 Cores2 Cores
–– F = 1.8GHzF = 1.8GHz
–– 106M transistors106M transistors
–– P = 70WP = 70W
–– HyperTransportHyperTransport I/OI/O
–– 2 1MB L2 caches2 1MB L2 caches
–– 220M 220M trasnsistorstrasnsistors

Source: AMD Source: AMD –– K. McGrath, FPF 2004K. McGrath, FPF 2004

TrendTrend: multiple processors on die, bus communication, : multiple processors on die, bus communication, 
unshared cacheunshared cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

IntelIntel®® PentiumPentium®® DD
–– Two Processors on MCMTwo Processors on MCM
–– 2 1MB L2 caches2 1MB L2 caches
–– 90nm CMOS90nm CMOS
–– F = 3.2GHzF = 3.2GHz
–– 230M transistors230M transistors

Source: INTEL Source: INTEL –– P. P. GelsingerGelsinger, IDF 2005, IDF 2005

TrendTrend: multiple processors on MCM, unshared cache: multiple processors on MCM, unshared cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

IntelIntel®® ItaniumItanium®® MontecitoMontecito
–– 2 cores2 cores
–– F ~ 1.5GHzF ~ 1.5GHz
–– P = 100WP = 100W
–– 90nm CMOS, 1.72B transistors90nm CMOS, 1.72B transistors
–– 2 12MB L3 asynchronous caches2 12MB L3 asynchronous caches
–– 596mm2596mm2
–– Multiple clock domainsMultiple clock domains
–– FoxtonFoxton power management circuitrypower management circuitry

–– Dynamic voltage and frequency adjustmentDynamic voltage and frequency adjustment
–– Based on current and noise sensingBased on current and noise sensing

Source: INTEL Source: INTEL –– S. Naffziger & al., ISSCC 2005S. Naffziger & al., ISSCC 2005

TrendTrend: multiple cores on die, bus communication, : multiple cores on die, bus communication, 
unshared cacheunshared cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

MPSoCMPSoC MicroprocessorsMicroprocessors

STI (Sony, Toshiba, IBM) CellSTI (Sony, Toshiba, IBM) Cell
–– 9 Cores / 10 Execution threads9 Cores / 10 Execution threads
–– F = 4.6 GHz @ V = 1.3vF = 4.6 GHz @ V = 1.3v

–– Covers 85% of dieCovers 85% of die
–– P = 50 ~ 80W (estimated)P = 50 ~ 80W (estimated)
–– 512KB L2 Cache512KB L2 Cache
–– Die Size: 221 mmDie Size: 221 mm22

–– 234M Transistors234M Transistors
–– 90nm SOI technology (Low K,                                     90nm SOI technology (Low K,                                     

8 layers, Cu interconnect)8 layers, Cu interconnect)
–– 6.4GT/s I/O interface6.4GT/s I/O interface
–– 4 x 128 bit internal bus (ring)4 x 128 bit internal bus (ring)

Source: STI Source: STI -- K. Chang & al, ISSCC 2005K. Chang & al, ISSCC 2005

TrendTrend: multiple mixed processors on die, bus communication, : multiple mixed processors on die, bus communication, 
shared cacheshared cache
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

SummarySummary

Microprocessor industry seems to lean towards Microprocessor industry seems to lean towards 
similar similar MPSoCMPSoC models:models:
–– Multiple leveraged processors on dieMultiple leveraged processors on die
–– Bigger shared cachesBigger shared caches
–– OnOn--die communication between processorsdie communication between processors
–– HighHigh--speed I/O linksspeed I/O links

Impact on clocksImpact on clocks
–– Global clocking solutions are not likelyGlobal clocking solutions are not likely

–– Modularity is requiredModularity is required
–– Die size is overwhelmingDie size is overwhelming

–– Multiple smaller, Multiple smaller, ““simplersimpler”” clock domainsclock domains
–– Easier local design, better skew and jitter controlEasier local design, better skew and jitter control
–– Global communication is still a challengeGlobal communication is still a challenge

–– IntraIntra--domain communicationdomain communication
–– Synchronous, asynchronous?Synchronous, asynchronous?
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

SummarySummary

Microprocessor industry seems to lean towards Microprocessor industry seems to lean towards 
similar similar MPSoCMPSoC modelsmodels::
–– Multiple leveraged processors on dieMultiple leveraged processors on die
–– Bigger shared cachesBigger shared caches
–– OnOn--die communication between processorsdie communication between processors
–– HighHigh--speed I/O linksspeed I/O links

Impact on powerImpact on power
–– Power envelope is not increasing!Power envelope is not increasing!
–– Multiple clock domains allow for more power controlMultiple clock domains allow for more power control

–– More dynamic voltage/frequency scalingMore dynamic voltage/frequency scaling
–– More meticulous clock gating schemesMore meticulous clock gating schemes

–– Power management becomes paramountPower management becomes paramount
–– Needs to monitor temperature, core activity, load balancingNeeds to monitor temperature, core activity, load balancing……

–– Multiple power domains should be nextMultiple power domains should be next……
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Industry Examples Industry Examples 

SummarySummary

Increased clock and power complexityIncreased clock and power complexity
–– Clock distribution coverage area growthClock distribution coverage area growth

–– More modular and efficient solutions requiredMore modular and efficient solutions required
–– Collapse of singleCollapse of single--clock paradigmclock paradigm

–– Multiple clock domain partitioning advantageMultiple clock domain partitioning advantage
–– Data transfer between domain complicationData transfer between domain complication

–– Static voltage and frequency approach fractureStatic voltage and frequency approach fracture
–– Voltage and frequency scaling necessary to reduce powerVoltage and frequency scaling necessary to reduce power
–– Efficient power management and leakage control requiredEfficient power management and leakage control required
–– Dynamic clock generation scheme emergenceDynamic clock generation scheme emergence

–– Integration of power management on die requiredIntegration of power management on die required
–– Multitude of sensors (temperature, voltage, activityMultitude of sensors (temperature, voltage, activity……))
–– Control of power and frequency levels globally, regionally, Control of power and frequency levels globally, regionally, 

possibly locallypossibly locally

Impact on Impact on future directions future directions 
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock DistributionClock Distribution

Multiple clock domainsMultiple clock domains
–– Low skew and jitter ALWAYS a mustLow skew and jitter ALWAYS a must
–– Clock modeling requires more accuracyClock modeling requires more accuracy

–– WithinWithin--die variations, inductance, crosstalk, die variations, inductance, crosstalk, 
electromigrationelectromigration, self, self--heat, heat, ……

–– Floor plan modularityFloor plan modularity
–– Think adding/removing cores seamlessly!Think adding/removing cores seamlessly!

–– Hierarchical clock partitioningHierarchical clock partitioning
–– Reduce global clock and possibly relax its requirements Reduce global clock and possibly relax its requirements 
–– Generate Generate ““locallylocally””--used clock used clock ““locallylocally””
–– Implement clock domain Implement clock domain deskewingdeskewing techniquestechniques
–– Bound clock problem into simple, reliable, efficient Bound clock problem into simple, reliable, efficient 

domainsdomains
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock DistributionClock Distribution

Multiple clock domainsMultiple clock domains
–– Global clock interconnect is challengedGlobal clock interconnect is challenged

–– Exotic options are being investigatedExotic options are being investigated

Data transfer between clock domainsData transfer between clock domains
–– Latency and determinism issuesLatency and determinism issues
–– GSLS/GALS/GALA options?GSLS/GALS/GALA options?

Source: J. Source: J. SchutzSchutz, C. Webb, , C. Webb, ““Scalable x86 CPU design for 90nmScalable x86 CPU design for 90nm””, ISSCC 2004, ISSCC 2004
K. Chen & al., K. Chen & al., ““Comparison of Conventional, 3Comparison of Conventional, 3--D, Optical, and RF Interconnects for OnD, Optical, and RF Interconnects for On--Chip Clock DistributionChip Clock Distribution””

Clock Tuning RF/Optical Networks3D Wafer Stacking
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Asynchronous LogicAsynchronous Logic

AdvantagesAdvantages……
–– PerformancePerformance

–– Potentially higherPotentially higher
–– Not limited by slowest componentNot limited by slowest component

–– PowerPower
–– Potentially much lowerPotentially much lower
–– No clock power overheadNo clock power overhead
–– Inactive components consume Inactive components consume ““onlyonly”” leakage powerleakage power
–– Better EMIBetter EMI

–– Design ComplexityDesign Complexity
–– Easier circuit synthesisEasier circuit synthesis
–– Possibly more scalable (no timing issues)Possibly more scalable (no timing issues)
–– Synchronization with clock domains requires no clock Synchronization with clock domains requires no clock 

relationship (handshaking, flow control)relationship (handshaking, flow control)
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Asynchronous LogicAsynchronous Logic

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
–– PerformancePerformance

–– Area penalty for similar functionalityArea penalty for similar functionality
–– PowerPower

–– Extra components consume powerExtra components consume power
–– Design ComplexityDesign Complexity

–– Potentially more complex circuit designPotentially more complex circuit design
–– Vulnerable to circuit glitches Vulnerable to circuit glitches 
–– Test and debug more complexTest and debug more complex
–– Lack of CAD ToolsLack of CAD Tools

Asynchronous products exist!Asynchronous products exist!
–– Embedded processors from Embedded processors from Philips Semiconductors, Philips Semiconductors, 

MotorolaMotorola……
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock and Power ConvergenceClock and Power Convergence

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVS)Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVS)
–– Graphical representationGraphical representation

Basic power management
Static frequency scaling

Coarse power management
Static frequency scaling

Optimal power management
Dynamic frequency scaling
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock and Power ConvergenceClock and Power Convergence

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVS)Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVS)
–– Dynamic frequency controlDynamic frequency control

–– PLLPLL--based schemes are not optimal for such tasksbased schemes are not optimal for such tasks
–– More digital solutions start being proposed (Intel More digital solutions start being proposed (Intel 

ItaniumItanium’’s Digital Frequency Divider)s Digital Frequency Divider)
–– Dynamic power managementDynamic power management

–– Requires early microRequires early micro--architectural estimationarchitectural estimation
–– Power state definition (on, idle, off, Power state definition (on, idle, off, ……))

–– System complexity increases with number of parametersSystem complexity increases with number of parameters
–– Number of cores, threads, Number of cores, threads, ……

–– Additional onAdditional on--die logic blocksdie logic blocks
–– MicrocontrollerMicrocontroller
–– Sensors of all kindsSensors of all kinds

–– Close interaction with clock systemClose interaction with clock system
–– Powering off functional units, cores, Powering off functional units, cores, ……
–– Slowing down functional units, cores, Slowing down functional units, cores, ……
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock and Power ConvergenceClock and Power Convergence

IntelIntel®® ItaniumItanium®® Montecito Montecito -- Clock system architectureClock system architecture
–– Each core split into 3 clock domains on variable power supplyEach core split into 3 clock domains on variable power supply
–– Each domain controlled by Digital Frequency Divider (DFD) Each domain controlled by Digital Frequency Divider (DFD) 

generating lowgenerating low--skew variableskew variable--frequency clocks; fed by central PLL frequency clocks; fed by central PLL 
and aligned through phase detectorsand aligned through phase detectors

–– Regional Voltage Detector (RVD):  Regional Voltage Detector (RVD):  
supply voltage monitorsupply voltage monitor

–– Second level clock buffer (SLCB):  Second level clock buffer (SLCB):  
digitally controlled delay buffer    digitally controlled delay buffer    
for active for active deskewingdeskewing

–– Regional Active Regional Active DeskewDeskew (RAD):      (RAD):      
phase comparators monitoring      phase comparators monitoring      
and adjusting delay difference and adjusting delay difference 
between between SLCBsSLCBs

–– Clock Clock VernierVernier Device (CVD):          Device (CVD):          
digitally controlled delay bufferdigitally controlled delay buffer

Source: INTEL Source: INTEL -- T. Fisher & al., ISSCC 2005T. Fisher & al., ISSCC 2005
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock and Power ConvergenceClock and Power Convergence

IntelIntel®® ItaniumItanium®® Montecito Montecito -- Power management (Power management (FoxtonFoxton))
–– Dynamic voltageDynamic voltage--scaling power management systemscaling power management system
–– 4 on4 on--die sensorsdie sensors
–– OnOn--die microcontrollerdie microcontroller

–– Power and temperature measurementPower and temperature measurement
–– Voltage and frequency modulationVoltage and frequency modulation
–– 88µµs power/temperature sampling intervals power/temperature sampling interval

–– Embedded firmwareEmbedded firmware
–– Power, temperature, or calibration measurementsPower, temperature, or calibration measurements
–– Power: closedPower: closed--loop power control and system stability checkloop power control and system stability check
–– Temperature: thermal sensor readout (junction temperature below Temperature: thermal sensor readout (junction temperature below 

9090°°C monitoring) and powerC monitoring) and power--control communicationcontrol communication
–– Calibration: powerCalibration: power--measurement accuracy checkmeasurement accuracy check

Source: INTEL Source: INTEL –– C. Poirier & al., ISSCC 2005C. Poirier & al., ISSCC 2005
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Clock and Power ConvergenceClock and Power Convergence

IntelIntel®® ItaniumItanium®® Montecito Montecito -- Noise managementNoise management
–– Voltage to Frequency Converter (VFC): dynamic core frequency Voltage to Frequency Converter (VFC): dynamic core frequency 

adjustment as a function of voltageadjustment as a function of voltage
–– VFC locks onto and tracks local supply voltage with RVDVFC locks onto and tracks local supply voltage with RVD
–– 4 4 RVDsRVDs per DFD controlling VFCper DFD controlling VFC

Source: INTEL Source: INTEL --
T. Fisher & al., ISSCC 2005T. Fisher & al., ISSCC 2005
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SummarySummary

Clock and power designs trends Clock and power designs trends 
–– Increased transistor density, larger microprocessors Increased transistor density, larger microprocessors 
–– GHz+ frequencies, shrinkage of useful cycle time and marginsGHz+ frequencies, shrinkage of useful cycle time and margins
–– HighHigh--quality clock design ALWAYS aimed towards low skew, quality clock design ALWAYS aimed towards low skew, 

low jitter, low powerlow jitter, low power

Convergence of clock and power designs Convergence of clock and power designs 
–– Multiple clock domains (synchronous or not)Multiple clock domains (synchronous or not)

–– Hierarchical clock complexityHierarchical clock complexity
–– Dynamic voltage and frequency scalingDynamic voltage and frequency scaling

–– Dynamic frequency generation systemsDynamic frequency generation systems
–– Dynamic power management systemsDynamic power management systems
–– Close interaction for maximum performanceClose interaction for maximum performance

Clock generation and distribution are essential Clock generation and distribution are essential 
enablers of microprocessor performanceenablers of microprocessor performance
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